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MASTERING THE ART
OF THE BEDROOM
95 YEARS OF SWEDISH EXCELLENCE

Since 1926, four generations of my family have aspired to produce the most comfortable, technologically advanced beds on the market. Our quest to evolve our products is unceasing.

As a privately-owned company, our only responsibilities are to our customers, to the integrity of our product, and to our commitment to sustainable thought and practices.

Over the last 95 years our beds have been thoroughly vetted and tested — by the scientific community, but more importantly, by four generations of customers worldwide.

The results are clear. We have a technology that works and the history to prove it.

HENRIK LJUNG, CEO DUX OF SWEDEN
Fourth Generation Ljung
THE MOST IMPORTANT ROOM IN THE HOUSE

WELCOME TO THE BEDROOM. OUR COLLECTION OF PRODUCTS ARE SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO ENHANCE YOUR SLEEP EXPERIENCE—THE SCANDINAVIAN WAY.
QUALITY OVER CONVENIENCE

OVER 20 MILLION MATTRESSES AND BOX SPRINGS ARE DISPOSED OF EVERY YEAR IN THE U.S.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IS INTIMATELY CONNECTED TO HUMAN HEALTH. WE HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO SEEK PRODUCTS THAT UTILIZE HIGH-QUALITY, SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS AND THAT PRIORITIZE LONGEVITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL WELLNESS.

IT’S TIME TO DEMAND MORE FROM THE COMPANIES WE PATRONIZE. JOIN THE MOVEMENT TO REDUCE OUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT.

THE DUX INNOVATIVE COMPONENT DESIGN is built for longevity; it may just be the last bed you will ever own.

Our design is renewable, adjustable and improvable — it changes as you change.

ADJUST the comfort as your needs change due to pregnancy, injury, back pain, or aging; Refresh the bed as it shows wear; Restore the components due to wear, damage, or spills.

The DUX bed is built to last. Simply put, the longer a bed lasts, the fewer will end up in landfills.

SHOWN: LYSTHUS / RINDALSHYTTER A COLLECTION OF PREFABRICATED CABINS DESIGNED FOR RINDALSHYTTER BY OLE PETTER WULLUM. WWW.OLEPETTERWULLUM.NO
THE DUX® 8008
$9,030–$17,455
Pascal Comfort Zones
Adjustable Lumbar Support
Tapered Mahogany Legs
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified

DANTE HEADBOARD
$2,060–$8,865
Available in 300+ Linara Fabric Colors.

ESSENTIALS WASHED LINEN SHEET SETS
STARTING AT $625
Available in White, Pebble, Blush, and Indigo.

ALSO SHOWN
SPIDER CHAIR BY DUX
MOON TABLE BY CLAESSON KOIVISTO RUNE
ALBERTO TABLE BY DUX
Available in select Scandinavian and European markets.

THE ULTIMATE SLEEP EXPERIENCE
OUR MOST ADVANCED BED DESIGN. COMPLETE CUSTOMIZABILITY WITH DEEP SUSPENSION, PASCAL COMFORT ZONES, AND ADDITIONAL LUMBAR SUPPORT ADJUSTMENT.
PASCAL®

COMFORT IS SUBJECTIVE

CUSTOMIZABLE SUPPORT DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS — AND TO CHANGE AS YOU CHANGE.

Tailor the bed to your unique preferences from a selection of countless combinations. Nothing is out-of-reach: pregnancy, injury, muscle fatigue, back pain — Pascal aligns your spine to help you remain in deep sleep from sundown to sunrise.

IN MODELS: 3003, 6006, 8008, DYNAMIC, XCLUSIVE

Get the straight story at duxiana.com/dux-pascal-system
THE DUX XCLUSIVE

WORLD-CLASS BEAUTY

THE ULTIMATE IN DESIGN AND LUXURY. A COMPLETE CUSTOMIZABLE SLEEP SYSTEM FINISHED IN FULL-GRAIN ANILINE LEATHER, MADE TO ORDER.

THE DUX XCLUSIVE

WORLD-CLASS BEAUTY

THE ULTIMATE IN DESIGN AND LUXURY. A COMPLETE CUSTOMIZABLE SLEEP SYSTEM FINISHED IN FULL-GRAIN ANILINE LEATHER, MADE TO ORDER.

ESSENTIALS SATEEN SHEET SETS
STARTING AT $625
Available in White, Ivory, Silver, and Graphite.

ALSO SHOWN
PERNILLA 69 BY BRUNO MATHSSON FOR DUX
VIENNA TABLE BY DUX
SUN CABINET BY CLAES-ERIK KOWIKO RUNE FOR DUX

Available in select Scandinavian and European markets.

THE DUX 1001

LEGENDARY COMFORT

BASED ON THE ORIGINAL DUX BED CONCEPT IN 1926.
A LOW-PROFILE BED WITH DYNAMIC TWO-LAYER SPRING
CONSTRUCTION & REMOVABLE TOP-PAD.

THE DUX 1001

MATERIALS

Tapered Mahogany Legs

OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified

DANTE HEADBOARD

Available in 300+ Linara Fabric Colors.

ESSENTIALS PERCALE SHEET SETS

STARTING AT $625

Available in White, Ivory, Silver, and Graphite.

ALSO SHOWN

ALBERTO TABLE BY DUX

Available in select Scandinavian and European markets.

INNOVATIVE COMPONENT DESIGN

SMART SYSTEM THINKING

Removable top-pads, customizable support, zipped access to comfort features — the more upgradable and updateable the components, the longer a bed will last, and the less will end up in landfills.
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THE DUX 3003

A NEW CLASSIC

THE ORIGINAL DUX BED CONCEPT, MODERNIZED.
OUR MOST ADVANCED LOW-PERFOM MATTRESS
WITH THE ADDITION OF PASCAL COMFORT ZONES.

THE DUX 3003
$5,295–$10,125
Pascal Comfort Zones
Round Black Legs
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified

FARUK HEADBOARD
$2,520–$7,390
Multi-position adjustable backrest headboard
with removable tufted covers.
Available in 300+ Linara Fabric Colors.

ESSENTIALS PERCALE FITTED SHEET
$240–$310
Available in White, Navy, Silver, and Graphite.

ESSENTIALS WASHED LINEN FLAT SHEET
$240–$310
Available in White, Pebble, Indigo, and Blush.


THE DUX DYNAMIC
COMFORT CONTROL

THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED ADJUSTABLE BED
DUAL-BASE WITH PASCAL COMFORT ZONES AND ADDITIONAL HEAD ADJUSTMENT.

THE DUX DYNAMIC
$10,975 – $21,950
Pascal Comfort Zones
Adjustable Frame and Castors
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified
Bluetooth remote
In-store Only

DANTE HEADBOARD
$2,060 – $8,865
Available in 300+ Linara Fabric Colors.

THE MYTH OF THE HARD BED
TRANSCENDING FIRM OR SOFT

A major misconception people have when choosing a mattress is that they confuse the word firm to mean supportive. A bed that is too firm creates an inflexible mattress, forcing the body to conform to it rather than the other way around. This can not only create pressure points that inhibit circulation but also make it virtually impossible to align the spine.

The Informed Sleeper Magazine
duxiana.com/news/the-myth-of-the-hard-bed

THE HARD BED
Lying in a hard bed, the spine is curved.

THE SAGGING BED
Lying in a sagging bed, the spine is curved.

THE DUX® BED:
In a DUX bed, the spine rests in a natural position.
THE DUX 6006
SUPERIOR SUPPORT
DEEP-CONTOURING, THREE-LAYER CONTINUOUS COIL SUSPENSION WITH PASCAL COMFORT ZONES. A BED AS UNIQUE AS YOU ARE.

THE DUX 6006
$7,160–$13,715
Pascal Comfort Zones
Round Black Legs
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified

MICROMODAL BLANKET
$675–$755
Available in Oyster, Sand, and Charcoal

DUXIANA TRAVEL PILLOW
$139
Hypoallergenic white goose down. Includes Sateen pillowcase with carry bag.

THE DUX TRAVELER
FOR A LIST OF DUX HOTEL PARTNERS
VISIT WWW.DUXIANA.COM/HOTELS

THE DUX 6006: THE CHOICE FOR THE AUDO HOTEL
A UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP WITH NORM ARCHITECTS AND MENU DESIGN CELEBRATING HUMAN INTERACTION, CONNECTION, AND ARTISTIC EXPRESSION.
YOU ARE THE DESIGNER
Enter the Dux Studio to build your perfect sleep space.

The Dux One allows full customization of finish, style, and materials of your legs, bedskirt, and headboard.

THE DUX ONE
Design yours online.

THE DUX ONE
$4,495–$6,975
Headboard in Linara Doeskin
Bedskirt in Linara Doeskin
Round Mahogany Legs

Essentials Washed Linen Sheet Sets
Starting at $625
Available in White, Pebble, Blush, and Indigo.
CELEBRATING THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF OUR COLLABORATION WITH BRUNO MATHSSON

ICONIC SWEDISH DESIGN

THE FATHER OF SWEDISH MODERN DESIGN

Created by Bruno Mathsson for DUX and revealed at the Stockholm fair in 1969, the Jetson chair is an icon of Swedish design.

With designs characterized by a fusion of traditional Swedish crafts and Modernism, Mathsson was ultimately hailed as one of the pioneers of the style that later came to be known as Swedish Modern.

During the 60s and 70s Mathsson and DUX had a very close, creative partnership resulting in a host of timeless design classics including The Jetson, Karin, and Pernilla chairs—all of which DUX still produces today.

BELOW
THE JETSON CHAIR
$5,775
Shown in Custom 50th Anniversary Leather.

ALSO SHOWN
KARIN CHAIR BY BRUNO MATHSSON FOR DUX
PERNILLA 69 BY BRUNO MATHSSON FOR DUX
Available in select Scandinavian and European markets.

IN GOOD COMPANY

At DUX we have a proud history of working with the world’s best designers. Bruno Mathsson, Claesson Koivisto Rune, Norm Architects, Menu Design, Carl Hansen, and more.

Ongoing creative collaborations and design fairs remain an integral part of our company’s never-complacent, start-up mentality.

CREATIVITY IS BEST SHARED

CARL HANSEN DAYBED

AVAILABLE SIZES
TWIN $5,965, TWIN SOFA $6,310
QUEEN $8,600, QUEEN SOFA $9,060
KING $10,320
Includes 2 pillows for beds, 3 pillows for sofas.

DOMUS WOOD CHAIR
$4,290
DOMUS WOOD FOOTSTOOL
$1,815

Solid oak frame treated with wax oil. Cushions come in leather or fabric and sit on wooden slats.

Norm Architects for DUX
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Norm Architects for DUX
RITZY SOFA
$14,850
An Elegant 3-Seater Sofa
Pascal Springs
Leather Upholstery

DOMUS STEEL CHAIR
$3,250
Black lacquered steel frame. Cushions are available in leather or fabric and sit on a classic braiding of tanned leather.

DOMUS TABLE
$2,145
Table top in Travertine Romano and a frame made of solid oak treated with wax oil.

Norm Architects for DUX
THE JETSON CHAIR
$4,630 – $5,775
Shown in Natural Flax body and seat with brown leather detail.

THE ICONIC JETSON CHAIR
BY BRUNO MATHSSON

THE JETSON CHAIR
$4,630 – $5,775
Shown in Natural Flax body and seat with brown leather detail.

WAITING TO BE SEATED
JETSON CHAIRS IN PRODUCTION
THE DUX FACTORY SOSDALA, SWEDEN

Our essentials are the perfect introduction to the world of fine linens & accessories. Maintaining the highest standards of quality — deep sleep awaits.

All DUXIANA Essentials are Oeko-tex Standard 100 Certified to be free from all harmful toxins and chemicals.

**SHEET SETS STARTING AT $625**
Made from premium long staple cotton. Crisp, cool and breathable.

**SHEET SETS STARTING AT $1,276**
Made from the renewable resource beechwood — biodegradable, all natural fiber.

**WASHED LINEN**

**SATEEN**

**PERCALE**

**MICROMODAL**

**SHOWN: ESSENTIALS PERCALE SHEET SETS STARTING AT $625**

ESSENTIALS WASHED LINEN FLAT SHEET
$240–$310
Available in White, Pebble, Blush, and Indigo.

ESSENTIALS MICROMODAL PILLOW CASES
$282–$341

ESSENTIALS SATEEN SHEET SET
STARTING AT $625
Premium long-staple cotton sateen sheets. Available in White, Ivory, Silver, and Graphite.

ALLERGY PILLOW PROTECTOR
$54
100% cotton, dust mite-proof.

ESSENTIALS BATHROBE
$150
100% premium, fine-combed cotton Terry.

ESSENTIALS PERCALE DUVET COVER
$445–$525

DUXIANA LINEN SOAP
$4–$34
Hypoallergenic linen soap for use with all fine linens. Available in Lavender Citrus, or Unscented.

ESSENTIALS PERCALE PILLOW CASES
$445–$525

ESSENTIALS BATHROBE
$150
100% premium, fine-combed cotton Terry.

ESSENTIALS PERCALE PILLOW CASES
$445–$525

ESSENTIALS BATHROBE
$150
100% premium, fine-combed cotton Terry.

ESSENTIALS PERCALE PILLOW CASES
$445–$525

ESSENTIALS BATHROBE
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100% premium, fine-combed cotton Terry.
“THERE ARE MORE LAMBORGHINIS MADE EVERY YEAR THAN EIDER DOWN DUVETS”

Michael de la Place
President, Canadian Down Association

READ THE FULL STORY IN THE INFORMED SLEEPER MAGAZINE
DUXIANA.COM/MAGAZINE

OSLO PILLOW
$255–$568
900 loft Polish white goose down.

DUXIANA DOWN STARTER SETS
$1,485–$1,900

EIDERDOWN DUVET
$4,940–$8,890
Genuine Eiderdown. Handcrafted in Canada.

DUXIANA.COM  |  800-595-2000
When purchasing any down product, be sure to check its origin. Dux is committed to supporting only the most ethical and sustainable down harvesting practices.

Learn more at duxiana.com/downmark

Barcelona Duvet
$585–$1,010
800 loft Polish white goose down.

Duxiana Comforters
$555–$8,890
Available in multiple fills, designs and weights.

Duxiana Travel Pillow
$159
Hypoallergenic white goose down. Includes Sateen pillowcase with carry bag.

St. Dormir Mattress Protector
$198–$262
Soft cotton Terry and washable mattress protector.

Duxiana Micro- Spring Pillow
$324
Light-gauge spring core wrapped with soft 575 fill goose down. Made in Canada.

Micromodal Blanket
$695–$785

Duxiana Travel Blanket
$475

Duxiana Micro-Spring Pillow
$324
Light-gauge spring core wrapped with soft 575 fill goose down. Made in Canada.

Duxiana Comforters
$555–$8,890
Available in multiple fills, designs and weights.

Duxiana Travel Pillow
$159
Hypoallergenic white goose down. Includes Sateen pillowcase with carry bag.

St. Dormir Mattress Protector
$198–$262
Soft cotton Terry and washable mattress protector.

Duxiana Micro- Spring Pillow
$324
Light-gauge spring core wrapped with soft 575 fill goose down. Made in Canada.

Micromodal Blanket
$695–$785
THE WORLD’S MOST PRESTIGIOUS HOTELS TRUST DUX

SAFE PASSAGE—WHETHER AROUND THE WORLD OR JUST THROUGH THE NIGHT—is a high value goal. Learning how to travel well takes research and experience. Our luxury travel partners will ensure that you sleep well wherever you go. We urge you to book stays at the many prestigious international hotels that offer Dux beds so every night away is as restful as sleeping in your own bed.

SPEND A NIGHT, ON US
THE DUXIANA HOTEL STAY PROGRAM—VISIT ONE OF OUR HOTEL PARTNERS AND WE’LL CREDIT YOU A NIGHT’S STAY WITH THE PURCHASE OF A DUX BED. Some Restrictions apply. See details at duxiana.com

SHOWN: NOBIS HOTEL STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

FEATURED HOTELS:
THE LANGHAM, NEW YORK, FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
THE SETAI
MIAMI, FLORIDA
GRAND HOTEL STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
HOTEL D’ANGLETERRE
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
THE AURO
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
KAPARI NATURAL RESORT
SANTORINI, GREECE
AHN LUH ZHUJIAJIAO
SHANGHAI, CHINA
SOUTH CAPE SPA & SUITE
NAMHEA, SOUTH KOREA
THE BURJ AL ARAB JUMEIRAH
DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
THE CHEDI MUSCAT HOTEL
MUSCAT, OMAN
HOTEL SALZBURGER HOF
BAD GASTEIN, AUSTRIA

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF PARTNER HOTELS VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR ORDER A DUX TRAVELER BROCHURE AT WWW.DUXIANA.COM/HOTELS
THE DUX 1001
$4,100–$7,735
Tapered Mahogany Legs
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified

ASTORIA HEADBOARD
$1,460–$2,240
Available in 300+ Linara Fabric Colors.

ESSENTIALS PERCALE SHEET SETS
STARTING AT $625
Available in White, Pebble, Blush, and Indigo.

CREATE THE ULTIMATE SLEEP ENVIRONMENT
DUXIANA.COM

CUSTOM LINEN & DESIGN SERVICES
FIND A SHOWROOM AT DUXIANA.COM

VISIT A DUXIANA® STORE NEAR YOU TO DISCOVER THE DUX® DIFFERENCE. THE DUX BED IS AVAILABLE AT DUXIANA STORES IN OVER 90 LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE. FROM STOCKHOLM TO SYDNEY, BRUSSELS TO SHANGHAI, THE DUX BED CAN BE FOUND IN THE MOST IMPORTANT CITIES ON EARTH.

NORTH AMERICAN STORE LOCATIONS

DUXIANA ATLANTA
1225 WEST PACES FERRY RD
ATLANTA, GA 30327
404-869-1075

DUXIANA BELLEVUE
1048 11TH AV NE, STE 130
BELLEVUE, WA 98004
425-637-9725

DUXIANA BOSTON
PO BOX 444
Maynard MA, 01754
617-426-3441

DUXIANA BOCA RATON
210 N. FEDERAL HWY
BOCA RATON, FL 33432
561-466-2255

DUXIANA CHICAGO
NEW LOCATION
OPENING JANUARY 2022
445 N WELLS STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60654
312-475-0077

DUXIANA DALLAS
18th EAK STREET, 410 FL
DALLAS, TX 75205
214-464-7023

DUXIANA GREENWICH
15 WEST PUTNAM AVENUE
GREENWICH, CT 06830
203-632-7622

DUXIANA LA JOLLA
WOOD EVERETT STREET
7547 GIRARD AVENUE
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
858-495-3505

DUXIANA WEST HOLLYWOOD
8877 BEVERLY BOULEVARD
W. HOLLYWOOD, CA 90046
310-271-3960

DUXIANA MANHATTAN
1023 NORTHERN BEUL
MANHATTAN, NY 10036
212-799-1750

DUXIANA UPTOWN
235 EAST 88TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10022
212-791-3060

DUXIANA FLATIRON
9 WEST 20TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
212-791-0771

DUXIANA NEWPORT BEACH
AT FASHION ISLAND
399 NEWPORT CENTER OR
NEWPORT BEACH, CA
949-640-0470

DUXIANA PALO ALTO
3244 BRIGHT STREET
Palo Alto, CA 94301
650-322-7134

DUXIANA RIDGEWOOD
65 EAST RIDgewood AVE
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
201-670-4488

DUXIANA SAN FRANCISCO
1803 FILLMORE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
415-673-7154

DUXIANA SCOTTSDALE
25633 N SCOTTSDALE RD
SUITE 2012
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85255
480-991-1800

DUXIANA SOUTHERN PINES
280 N W BROAD STREET
SOUTHERN PINES, NC 28387
910-725-1577

DUXIANA SUMMIT
334 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
908-522-3200

DUXIANA VANCOUVER
206 WEST 4TH AVENUE
VANCOUVER, BC V6J 1M9
CANADA
604-222-2623

DUXIANA GEORGETOWN
3307 CADDY’S ALLEY NW
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20007
202-807-3392

THE DUX 1001
$4,100–$7,735
Tapered Mahogany Legs
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 Certified

ASTORIA HEADBOARD
$1,460–$2,240
Available in 300+ Linara Fabric Colors.

ESSENTIALS PERCALE SHEET SETS
STARTING AT $625
Available in White, Pebble, Blush, and Indigo.

GLOBAL LOCATIONS
ATHENS, BELGRADE, BERLIN, BRUSSELS, COPENHAGEN, DUBAI, ESBILVER, GOETHEBURG, HUNANSHOU, HELSINKI, HAMBURG, ISTANBUL, KRAKOW, LEMBERG, LUXASSOC, LONDON, LUXEMBOURG CITY, MALAGA, MALMO, MONTREUL, MUNICH, NIGOSA, OSLO, RONDEL, REYJAVÍK, SEOUL, SHANGHAI, SINGAPORE, STOCKHOLM, STUTTGART, SYDNEY, TAIPEI, THESSALONIKI, TIANJIN, TIVAT, TYNAG, TOKYO, TIVAN, VANCOUVER, VILNIUS, WENZHOU, WUXI, XIAN, YANTAI, ZURICH

DUX HOTEL PARTNERS / DUX HOTEL STAY PROGRAM
FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF PARTNER HOTELS VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR ORDER A DUX TRAVELER BROCHURE AT WWW.DUXIANA.COM/HOTELS

IMMEDIATE ONLINE FINANCING AVAILABLE WITH Bread
CHECKING ELIGIBILITY WILL NOT AFFECT YOUR CREDIT RATES STARTING AS LOW AS 0% FOR 12 MONTHS FOR QUALIFIED CUSTOMERS

SEEE US IN THE WORLD @DUXIANAUSA

40 www.duxiana.com | 800-595-2000
FARUK HEADBOARD
$2,520–$7,390
Multi-position adjustable backrest headboard
with removable tufted covers.
Available in 300+ Linara Fabric Colors.

ESSENTIALS WASHED LINEN SHEET SETS
STARTING AT $625
Available in White, Pebble, Blush, and Indigo.

REMOVABLE TOP PAD
Included with purchase of a DUX bed.